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Newsletter #102

Dear Readers,
Welcome to the issue #102 of our What Can You Do Weekly Newsletter!
We hope you enjoy reading the latest update on SDGs. Each week we give you a
selection of shocking facts as used in the original development of the SDGs to share
with family & friends, encouraging them to become more active and to join our
community to “Save our World”!
Please let us know if you have any questions, or would like to suggest an idea for our newsfeed,
please send us an email: motherearth@whatcanyoudo.earth
Find us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/WCYDO_Earth
Follow our Facebook feed: https://www.facebook.com/WCYDO.Earth/
Follow us on Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/whatcanyoudoearth/
Find out more about the APP: h
 ttps://whatcanyoudo.earth/your-impact/snapshot-app/

here

To contact and/or donate to What Can You Do APP please click 

Astronaut Refugee – The Future Explorer?
Blog: Eliza Pitkin, December 2019

“I recently visited the ‘Wellcome hub’ at Euston, they had a free exhibition called ‘What
it is to be human.’ It was a small collection of artworks and interpretations around the
fundamentals of being human. One particular piece was a sculpture by a British Nigerian
artist called Yinka Shonibare, the sculpture was a refugee astronaut, wearing a spherical
helmet, moon boots, a one-suit made from Dutch fabrics, tubes for an oxygen tank and
a netted backpack full of possessions. This piece stood in the middle of a spacious
gallery and was undeniably engaging and at the same time incredibly haunting....”

Source:
https://whatcanyoudo.earth/tellus-blog/astronaut-refugee-the-future-explorer/

Interesting topics
● Time 2019 Person of the Year: Greta Thunberg. Follow the link to find out
more.

● Europe rolls out its own Green Deal. Read more here.
● The Arctic may have crossed key threshold, emitting billions of tons of
carbon into the air, in a long-dreaded climate feedback. Find out more
here.
● Climate change now “the most significant threat” to Australia’s wet tropics.
Learn more via the link.
● Welsh couple transform double decker bus into homeless shelter. Read
more.

● Climate change: Amazon oil boom under fire at UN talks. Find out more via
the link.
● Newly spotted lakes on Greenland ice sheet are speeding up its demise.
Read more here.
● Extinction Rebellion on what makes a successful protest. Read here.
● Sydney looks like a smoke-drenched apocalyptic nightmare. It’s all because
of a “perfect storm” of factors. Read more via the link.
● Refugees at “increased risk” from extreme weather. Find out more.
● The huge potential of agriculture to slow climate change. DIscover more
here.
● Victoria Falls dries drastically after the worst drought in a century. Read
more.

Inspiration of the Week
A device invented by a 25-year-old is
finally catching trash in the Great
Pacific Garbage Patch. It hauled 60
bags to shore to turn into new
products.
“It has been six years since Boyan Slat, now 25, began developing a system

to clean up the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, a trash-filled vortex in the
Pacific Ocean that's more than twice the size of Texas.
In 2013, Slat's organization, The Ocean Cleanup, debuted a U-shaped device
meant to passively collect plastic in its fold like a giant arm. At first, the
system hit several snags, including a flaw that caused the plastic to spill back
into the ocean.”
Source:
https://www.businessinsider.com/ocean-cleanup-plastic-products-great-pacificgarbage-patch-2019-12

Quote of the week
( Please share these facts with friends, family and work colleagues and encourage them
to join our community and help create a safer, fairer world for all)
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